-CMYK Colour work cowla cowl pattern designed by Emjay Bailey
for JOMA Yarn's Chubby-Rino

Pattern-details
This pattern was designed to create an
unpredictable finished fabric that relies on
colour contrast for a truly unique, one of a kind,
design-as-you-knit cowl for JOMA Yarn's
beautifully variegated
kettle dyed Bulky yarn.

Requirements

The yarn recommended for this pattern is
Chubby-Rino by JOMA Yarn, a hand dyed, bulky
weight, 3-ply, superwash merino wool. ChubbyRino is available at http://www.jomayarn.com/
and select Local Yarn Stores.

100 yards of jumbo weight yarn.
Size 15 (10 mm,) knitting needles.
Stitch Markers (2), darning needle.

Technical- Details
This cowl is knit along the width of the cowl, from the
right side to the left side, which is then joined by
buttons. The pattern creates a cowl that is 7.25 inches
in height and 34 inches around once blocked. Long tail
cast on and Slip Slip Knit bind off are recommended for
this pattern but can be substituted according to your
preference.

These cowls were made in JOMA Yarn
Chubby-Rino in the colour paths
Knotty Girl and Graffito.
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What-you-need-to-know
This reversible pattern is simple to follow and relies on the
colour of the the yarn to create a dynamic, non-pooling
and randomly knit fabric. To make this pattern you need
to know how to knit, purl, yarn over, slip slip knit, cast on
and cast off. All of these stitches are simple to learn and
can be self-taught using online resources and tutorials. It
can be modified to be widened and provide more neck
coverage by adding more cast on stitches. Adding more cast on stitches will slightly reduce the
circumference of your cowl so that it hangs down less and hugs the neck more. If you prefer a closer fit,
reduce the number of repeats to reduce the length. You could also double the length using two hanks to
create a longer loose fitting or infinity scarf.

COLOUR-MAPPING
This pattern maps the colours in your yarn to a specific stitch, allowing the colour of the yarn to shape
your knitting experience and the final fabric with a truly random and unique combination of stitch work
and colour. To map your colours, identify the main colours and tones in your yarn and assign them to be
colour A or colour B. You have a lot of freedom and can choose to map your colours and tones on
different criteria like warm and cool colours, light and dark, tones and colours or any other way you like.
When knitting your colour map, look at the next inch of yarn, determine the dominant colour and whether
it fits in A or B, then knit or purl according to your colour map.

Example - Knotty Girl Mapped by Cool / Warm
Cool Colours – A

Warm Colours – B

n n n n

n n n n n

Example - Graffito Mapped by Tone / Colours
Tones – A

Colours - B

n n n n

n n n n n

Example - Green with Envy Mapped by Light / Dark
Light – A

Dark – B

n n n n

n n n n
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PATTERN
Getting Started
Cast on 20 stitches using long tail cast on. The
left and right edges of the fabric will be
bordered by 2 garter stitches to ensure the
finished fabric does not curl. Stitch markers will
help you keep track of when to work your
colour map. Edge stitches should not be slipped
to retain the stretch of the garter border.
Row 1-4: k20.
Row 5 (right side): k2, place stitch marker, for
the next 16 stitches you will be working your
colour map, knit colour A and purl colour B,
place stitch marker, k2.
Row 6 (wrong side): k2, for the next 16 stitches you will be working your colour map in reverse since you
are now on the wrong side of the fabric, purl colour A and knit colour B, k2.
Rows (odd numbered, right side) 7-49: repeat Row 5.
Rows (even numbered, wrong side) 8-50: repeat Row 6.
You can end your repeats earlier if you prefer a closer fitting cowl. The instructions as written use all of
the yarn in the skein so you should not attempt to make it longer unless you reduce the width of the cowl
to free up more yarn or have 2 skeins.

Finishing Your Cowl
This portion of the pattern will end the cowl and add button holes. The buttons holes are simply made
with Yarn Overs and will use 4 buttons around 1 inch in size. You can also modify the buttonhole row to
use larger or smaller buttons or skip it and graft the two ends for a larger cowl (add ½ twist for an infinity
cowl).
End Rows 1-4: k20.
End Row 5 (right side): k2, *k1, yo, ssk, k1* repeat from *, k2.
End Row 6 (wrong side): k20.
End Rows 7-9: k20.
Cast off, sew on buttons and weave in ends.
This original pattern was designed for JOMA Yarn by Emjay Bailey. It is Copyright protected and cannot be
published or sold without written permission from the author. Articles made from this pattern may be
sold, credit is not required. For pattern support please contact admin@jomayarn.com.
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